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Rivals on reality radio... one award nomination reception... one picture. Hunter and Annie hadn’t met, not
until they were thrown together by their bosses to justify that kiss. One kiss, one picture, and their worlds
collide. Their audiences clamour for more. The press are speculating, and truthfully... they can’t stand each
other. But now they’re in each other's lives, because how can they walk away from that picture with their
credibility? Each spend show after show goading and teasing the other so their bosses come up with the
solution – fall in love... though not really, of course. Nevertheless, the competition is heating up and the
numbers are too close to call. Hunter’s boss Theo won’t have it. They need edge. They have to win this,
because both stations are running the same format. Whoever wins the award takes it all... the loser will have
to cancel. Annie’s getting under Hunter’s skin. Theo questions his professionalism, and demands that he
proves his mettle. Ethical, schmethical – get into the girl’s underwear, make her believe it’s real, and she’ll
be begging them to win the award. The fragile trust between the pair burgeons, yet their careers drive their
lives and this was always just a gimmick... wasn’t it? Then Annie makes the move and invites Hunter into
her bed... what’s a man to do?
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From reader reviews:

Angel Echols:

The guide with title Rivals ON AIR has lot of information that you can study it. You can get a lot of profit
after read this book. This kind of book exist new expertise the information that exist in this guide represented
the condition of the world right now. That is important to yo7u to learn how the improvement of the world.
This kind of book will bring you inside new era of the glowbal growth. You can read the e-book on the smart
phone, so you can read this anywhere you want.

Gayle Oconnell:

A lot of people always spent their own free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them family
members or their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent these people free time just watching TV,
or even playing video games all day long. In order to try to find a new activity honestly, that is look different
you can read any book. It is really fun for yourself. If you enjoy the book that you read you can spent the
whole day to reading a e-book. The book Rivals ON AIR it doesn't matter what good to read. There are a lot
of folks that recommended this book. These people were enjoying reading this book. In case you did not
have enough space to bring this book you can buy the particular e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this
book out of your smart phone. The price is not very costly but this book features high quality.

Paula Daniels:

Exactly why? Because this Rivals ON AIR is an unordinary book that the inside of the reserve waiting for
you to snap this but latter it will jolt you with the secret the idea inside. Reading this book close to it was
fantastic author who also write the book in such awesome way makes the content inside easier to understand,
entertaining method but still convey the meaning entirely. So , it is good for you for not hesitating having
this ever again or you going to regret it. This book will give you a lot of benefits than the other book include
such as help improving your talent and your critical thinking method. So , still want to hold up having that
book? If I ended up you I will go to the book store hurriedly.

Charles Morris:

Reading can called thoughts hangout, why? Because while you are reading a book specially book entitled
Rivals ON AIR your mind will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that maybe not
known for but surely might be your mind friends. Imaging each word written in a publication then become
one type conclusion and explanation which maybe you never get prior to. The Rivals ON AIR giving you yet
another experience more than blown away the mind but also giving you useful info for your better life within
this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern at this point is your body and mind are going to be
pleased when you are finished reading it, like winning a. Do you want to try this extraordinary paying spare
time activity?
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